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With the largest dish Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical radio Telescope (FAST), both the mean and single
pulses of PSR B2016+28, especially including the single-pulse structure, are investigated in detail in this study.
The mean pulse profiles at different frequencies can be well fitted in a conal model, and the peak separation of
intensity-dependent pulse profiles increases with intensity. The integrated pulses are obviously frequency dependent
(pulse width decreases by ∼ 20% as frequency increases from 300MHz to 750MHz), but the structure of single
pulses changes slightly (the corresponding correlation scale decreases by only ∼ 1%). This disparity between mean
and single pulses provides independent evidence for the existence of the RS-type vacuum inner gap, indicating a
strong bond between particles on the pulsar surface. Diffused drifting sub-pulses are analyzed. The results show
that the modulation period along pulse series (P3) is positively correlated to the separation between two adjacent
sub-pulses (P2). This correlation may hint a rough surface on the pulsar, eventually resulting in the irregular drift
of sparks. All the observational results may have significant implications in the dynamics of pulsar magnetosphere
and are discussed extensively in this paper.
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1 Introduction
Pulsar magnetospheric activity depends on the binding
energy of the particles on the stellar surface, and it is
thus relevant to the inner structure [1]. It is gener-
ally believed that an RS-type vacuum inner gap ([2];
hereafter, RS) is responsible for sub-pulse drifting,
which could be quantitatively understood in a partially
*Corresponding authors (Jiguang LU, email: lujig@nao.cas.cn; Bo
PENG, email: pb@nao.cas.cn)
screen scenario for a conventional neutron star [3] but
could alternatively be explained using a bare strange star
model [4]. It is then evident that single-pulse observa-
tion may be the key to probe the pulsar surface, and
a microscopic structure analysis of single pulse is neces-
sary. Observation of strong pulsars with a large telescope
can help in the study of the fine structure of individual
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pulses, and the Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical
radio Telescope (FAST) may be useful for this purpose
[5, 6].
PSR B2016+28, with flux density ∼314mJy at
400MHz [7], is one of the brightest radio pulsars in the
northern sky. Further, the radiation properties of this
pulsar are not yet clear; hence, this pulsar is selected for
the study.
It has period P0 ∼0.558 s [8] and dispersion mea-
sure DM∼14.2 cm−3 pc [9]. Observation at 430MHz and
1720MHz exhibited a not-well-resolved double-humped
pulse profile [10]. Later, Rankin (1983) [11] observed
this pulsar at 430, 2700, and 4900MHz, and obtained
similar results. It was found that the profile of PSR
B2016+28 widens at progressively lower frequency and
ultimately bifurcates. Rankin (1983) [11] classified such
profiles as the conal-single type, which indicates that
the two humps of the pulse profile arise from one ra-
diation cone. Whereas, Weltevrede, Edwards & Stap-
pers (2006) [12] analyzed the longitude resolved fluctua-
tion spectrum (LRFS) of this pulsar at wavelength 21 cm
(∼1400MHz), and the much stronger “slow” drift mode
in the leading part than in the trailing part of the pulses
implied that the two components in its pulse profile are
distinct.
Similar to other pulsars, PSR B2016+28 exhibits the
drifting sub-pulse phenomenon. Notably, its drift pat-
tern is irregular. Drake & Craft (1968) [13] first found
that the sub-pulses of PSR B2016+28 have multiple
drift rates. Taylor, Manchester & Huguenin (1975) [14]
showed that the modulation period along the pulse se-
ries, P3, varies between 3P0 and 12P0. Then, Rankin
(1986) [15] adjusted its upper limit to 15P0. Further-
more, Weltevrede, Edwards & Stappers (2006) [12] and
Weltevrede, Stappers & Edwards (2007) [16] demon-
strated the continuous LRFS of PSR B2016+28, and
they identified the broad drifting features of this pul-
sar. They also showed that P3 of the “slow” drift mode
is ∼ 20P0.
The drifting feature of PSR B2016+28 also varies with
frequency. Oster, Hilton & Sieber (1977) [10] suggested
that the radiation at 430 and 1720MHz have different
sub-pulse drift rates. However, Naidu et al. (2017)
[17] obtained a contrasting result that the drift pat-
tern is correlated across frequencies. Additionally, Wel-
tevrede, Stappers & Edwards (2007) [16] showed that
the “slow” drift mode at 21 cm band vanishes at 92 cm
band (∼330MHz).
In this study, to explain the aforementioned discrep-
ancies, we analyzed the radio emission (both mean and
single pulses) of PSR B2016+28 observed with FAST. In
Section 2, the observation and data reduction approach
are described. In Section 3, we present an analysis of the
mean pulses of PSR B2016+28 and describe the beam
structure of its radio radiation. In Section 4 and Section
5, analyses of the sub-pulse drifting and the evolution
of individual pulses versus frequency, respectively, are
presented. We present the discussions in Section 6 and
summarize the results in Section 7.
2 Observation and Data Reduction
FAST is located in Guizhou, China, at longitude 106.9◦E
and latitude 25.7◦N. It was completed on 25th Septem-
ber 2016. The aperture of the telescope is 500m and
the effective aperture is about 300m. FAST is in the
test phase at the moment and it is able to track source
over a period of time. An ultra-wideband receiver with
a bandpass 270-1620MHz was used to take the observa-
tion. The received signal was digitized with a sampling
rate 1.8GHz, and was then filtered into a low-frequency
band 270-800MHz and a high-frequency band 1250-
1620MHz [18]. After processing by the filter bank in
a Reconfigurable Open Architecture Computing Hard-
ware (ROACH), the data were recorded as the search
mode PSRFITS format [19].
In this work, the 270-800MHz data of PSR B2016+28
observed on 12th September 2017 were used. The total
observation time is 22 minutes. The data have a time
resolution 0.2ms and a frequency resolution 0.25MHz.
In our work, the data were incoherently de-dispersed
with DM=14.1977 cm−3 pc [9]. Then the de-dispersed
data were folded with the Chebyshev predictor calcu-
lated by TEMPO2 [20, 21] with the ephemeris provided
by PSRCAT1) (version 1.56), and the phase bin num-
ber was set to be 2048 bin/cycle. The channels with
distinct radio frequency interference were removed man-
ually. To study the pulse evolution with the frequency,
the data in the band 275-775MHz were also split into ten
narrow bands with a bandwidth 50MHz and frequency-
scrunched into single pulse trains respectively. The mean
and single pulses of these ten narrow bands are analyzed
below.
3 Mean Pulse Profiles
Integrated pulse profile of PSR B2016+28 can be treated
as the conal-single type [11] or two distinct compo-
1) see http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/psrcat/
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Figure 1 The narrow band profiles are fitted with two square hyperbolic secant functions (left panel) and a conal beam
function (right panel). The black curves are the observed pulse profiles (had been normalized) and the red curves are the
fitting curves. The blue vertical line is 10 times of the rms (root-mean-square) of fitting residuals. Obviously, the conal beam
function gets better fitting results.
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nents [12], and here we tried to fit it with double peaks
or a conal beam. In the double peaks fitting, the specific
fitting function has following expression,
Fdouble peaks(φ) =
2∑
i=1
Fsech square(φ, Ai, σi, φ0,i), (1)
where φ is the pulse phase of the components; Ai, φ0,i
and σi are used to describe the shape of the i-th peak;
Fsech square is the square hyperbolic secant function,
Fsech square(φ, A, σ, φ0) = A sech
2

√
2
π
φ − φ0
σ
 , (2)
which is examined in Lu et al. (2016) [22] to be the most
appropriate function to describe the shape of the pulse
profile wings. On the other hand, to fit profiles with
a conal beam, the cone function discussed in Lu et al.
(2016) [22] is adopted,
Fconal beam = Fsech square(θµ, A, σ, θµ0) × [1 + k · (φ − φ0)], (3)
where θµ0 is the angular radius of the conal beam, and
θµ is the angular distance between the magnetic axis and
the radiation direction, and it can be calculated with the
following equation,
cos θµ = cosα cos(α + β) + sinα sin(α + β) cos(φ − φ0), (4)
where α is the magnetic inclination angle and β is the
impact angle, and in this work the values α = 40.4◦ and
β = 6.2◦ obtained in Lyne & Manchester (1988) [23] are
adopted. In Eq. 3, A is the amplitude of the function,
σ is the angular thickness of the cone wall, k is the first
order of the radiation intensity variation versus pulsar
rotating phase, which could be regarded as the asymme-
try of conal component, and φ0 is the pulse phase at the
time when the line of sight, the conal beam axis, and the
rotation axis are coplanar [22].
Figure 2 Best-fitting parameters of the conal beam model
vs. frequency. From top to bottom, the parameters are the
conal radius (θµ0), the cone wall thickness (σ), and the conal
asymmetry (k).
The fitting results are shown in Figure 1 (the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used to fit the pro-
files, and it is also adopted below). Obviously, the conal
beam function could fit the profiles better, especially at
the low frequency. As the distance between two peaks
increases at the lower frequency, the bridge region be-
tween two peaks could play an important role. As shown
in Lu et al. (2016) [22], the bridge component will lead
to bad fitting results for two peaks model. Whereas the
two peaks in high frequency profiles are unresolved, and
those profiles could be well fitted by two peaks model.
Above fitting results indicates that the radiation of PSR
B2016+28 is more likely generated from a conal beam
than two independent radiation components. Thus, in
the following work, the pulse phase would not be split
into two intervals while studying the single pulse. The
evolution of best fitting parameters with frequency is
shown in Figure 2.
The profile evolution properties which shown in Fig-
ure 2 can be compared with that of PSR B1133+16 (Fig-
ure 9 in Lu et al. (2016) [22]). We found that radii of
the conal beam (θµ0) of both PSR B2016+28 and PSR
B1133+16 decrease with frequency. But the thickness
and asymmetry of the cone (σ and k) shows different
evolution direction. Lu et al. (2016) [22] shows that the
thickness of the conal beam wall represents the parti-
cle energy dispersion. Then the thickness evolution in
Figure 2 naturally implies the particle energy dispers-
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ing process. Obviously, the dispersing process in PSR
B2016+28 dose not show a cut-off like the Figure 13 in
Lu et al. (2016) [22], and this may be resulted in the
frequencies of adopted PSR B2016+28 data are too low
to exhibit the cut-off. However, the different evolution
direction of asymmetry may be confusing. The incli-
nation angle and impact angle of PSR B1133+16 are
51.3◦ and 3.7◦, respectively. It seems that both pulsars
have similar inclination angles (both are less than 90◦)
and impact angles (both are positive), and they should
also have similar radiation beams for similar period of
them (the period of PSR B1133+16 is ∼1.188 s). But
the asymmetry evolution tendencies of them are the op-
posite. One probability is that the values ~Ω · ~B of two
pulsars have different sign, and this may lead to differ-
ence between their beams.
Figure 3 Evolution of the conal beam center position. The
ordinate is the time delay of conal beam center relative to
that at 285MHz. The evolution is fitted by a correction of
DM, and it is shown by the black curve.
The evolution of parameter φ0 is not shown in Fig-
ure 2, because φ0 just has a relative value. But the evo-
lution of φ0 would influence the measure of DM. In the
previous work, the value of DM is always obtained by
aligning the profile at different frequencies with a pro-
file template, and this process is really based on the as-
sumption that the pulse profiles are unified across fre-
quencies. However, the profiles themselves do not keep
with frequency. Thus, The evolution of the beam may
bring small derivation between calculated value and ac-
tual value of DM. On the other hand, φ0 is the phase of
conal beam center, and it may supply a more accurate
method to calculate DM. Accordingly, the 280-800MHz
data are split into 32 narrow bands and the profiles in
these bands are fitted with Eq. 3 to obtain the relative
φ0. Then these relative phase movements are fitted with
a DM correction, which is shown in Figure 3. From the
figure, the real DM should be a little smaller than the
value we used.
4 Single Pulse: Drifting Sub-pulse
Before analyzing the single pulse, the statistics of single
pulse signal-to-noise ratio (SNR, calculated by dividing
the mean intensity on every bin in pulse-on region, i.e.,
bins within phase range 170◦ − 205◦, by the rms inten-
sity on pulse-off region) at each narrow band is shown in
Figure 4. In the figure, it could be found that the SNR
is large enough to do deep analysis.
Figure 4 The statistics of single pulse SNR, and narrow
bands with different frequencies are marked with different
colors.
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4.1 Correlation Analysis
Figure 5 The mean cross-correlation coefficients of suc-
cessive pulses are shown as blue dots, and they seems being
composed of 3 components. It is tried to fit the coefficients
with 3 square hyperbolic secant peaks, and the fitting result
is plotted as red curve. The 3 green dashed curves are the
3 peaks, respectively, and the red dashed curve shows the
fitting residuals. The centric position Di and width σi of 3
peaks are also marked.
To determine the approximate drift rate, the cross-
correlation of successive pulses is analyzed, as Sieber &
Oster (1975) [28] did to generate their Figure 4. The
cross-correlation result is shown in Figure 5 as blue dots,
and the curve composed by them seems having 3 com-
ponents. Then we try to fit this curve with 3 square
hyperbolic secant peaks, and determine the centric po-
sition Di and width σi (i = 1− 3) of these 3 components.
Figure 7 The drift rates of the extracted 622 sub-pulse
tracks variation versus time (top panel) and the variation
spectra of the drifting rate (bottom panel).
Cross-correlation method could show the correlation
between adjacent single pulses, and the maximum point
of the correlation result should be the relative shift be-
tween them. Thus the averaged cross-correlation be-
tween every two adjacent single pulses will show the
mean correlation result, as shown in Figure 5. Then
the separation between the peaks 1 and 2 or 2 and 3
in averaged cross-correlation result can roughly repre-
sent the mean separation between adjacent sub-pulses,
i.e., P2. The peak position in the averaged result is the
mean relative shift between two adjacent single pulses,
i.e., mean drift phase in one period (mean drift rate).
The drift rate estimated here could be used to estimate
the range of real drift rate which is used in the analy-
sis below (such as in determining the range of abscissa
in right panel of Figure 6). However, there are three
peaks in Figure 5, and only one could represent the real
drift (the other two peaks are fake drift bands with a
same P2 and different P3). The real drift rate need to be
determined. As Sieber & Oster (1975) [28] showed, the
different components of cross-correlation result represent
different drifting bands, and it is hard to judge the real
drift direction of pulsar. In fact, that ambiguity for co-
herent drifters (pulsar with stable and fixed P3, like PSR
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Figure 6 Part of single pulses are shown in left panel, and the drifting sub-pulses are marked as red solid lines. The red
dashed lines are fake drift tracks (both solid lines and dash lines corresponds to the red points in right panel). The flux
variation at different drift rates is shown in right panel, and each maximum point (red point) corresponds to a sub-pulse track.
B0943+10) may not be a problem for diffuse drifters
(pulsar with broad drift feature). For coherent drifters,
the sub-pulse would drift regularly, and drift rate is sta-
ble for every sub-pulse. Then, in cross-correlation result
(similar to the green dash curves in Figure 5) the peaks
corresponding to real and fake drift bands would have
the same width. Thus the real and fake drift bands are
hard to differentiate. However, for the sub-pulses of a
diffused drifter like PSR B2016+28, the drift rate for a
specified sub-pulse is stable, and for different sub-pulses,
the drift rates would be different. Therefore, in the cross-
correlation result, the peak representing the fake band
should be wider than that representing the real band.
Then the narrowest peak could be treated as the real
drift band. As shown in Figure 5, the narrowest compo-
nent is Component 2, thus it is chosen as the real drift
direction in this paper. In fact, Component 2 is also
chosen to be analyzed in previous works [10, 12, 15-17].
Fortunately, Component 2 is also the strongest compo-
nent, and it means that Component 2 is more convenient
to be analyzed.
Figure 8 The statistics of the extracted 622 drifting rates.
The red dashed line marks the division point of the slower
and faster drift sub-pulses for Figure 9.
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4.2 Drift Rate of Sub-pulse
Figure 9 The profiles of slower (red curves) and faster (blue
curves) drift sub-pulses, and the division point is shown in
Figure 8. The solid (dashed) curves represent the profiles of
first (second) half of sub-pulses.
There are altogether 2347 continuing single pulses in the
pulse trains. Part of single pulses are shown in Figure 6
(left panel), and the drifting sub-pulse can be identified
clearly.
To determine the drift rate of each sub-pulse, the flux
variation at different drift rates is considered. For a given
drift rate, the flux of pulse-on region (between pulse
phase 170◦ and 205◦) is added along the specified drift
rate to form a flux variation series (i.e. phase-scrunching
left panel in Figure 6 along specified slope). In the left
panel of Figure 9, the sub-pulses could be find drifting
along pulse tracks, and the drift rates of each sub-pulse
is right the slope of that train track. Thus, for each
drift rate, there is a corresponding inclination direction
on the left panel of Figure 6, and the left panel of Fig-
ure 6 could be compressed along this direction (sum the
2-D time-domain pulse flux array along this direction
to form a 1-D flux array). With this method, the 2-D
time-domain pulse flux array could correspond to a flux
variation series for different drift rates, and it is shown
in the right panel of Figure 6 (every point on it could
be corresponding to an inclining line on the left panel).
The drift rate in the range 0.3-6.0 ◦/cycle is chosen to
be analyzed based on the result obtained in Section 4.1
(drift band 2 in Figure 5 is real). The flux variation
at different drift rates is also shown in Figure 6 (right
panel). In the figure, each maximum point (marked as
red points in the right panel of Figure 6) corresponds to
a possible drifting sub-pulse track. With the drift rate
and pulse number of these maximum points, the corre-
sponding drift sub-pulse track can be determined. These
tracks are also marked on the left panel of Figure 6 as
red lines. On the left panel, for some lines there is no ob-
vious sub-pulse track along it. It may be caused by the
fake band like the band A in Fig. 1 in Sieber & Oster
(1975)[28], and also it may be caused by a weak sub-
pulse-train (because there are few weak pulses as shown
in Figure 4). Then the fake tracks are distinguished from
the real ones empirically. and these tracks are marked as
dashed lines. Compareing with the conventional method
used in Leeuwen et al. (2002) [29], this method have two
advantages. Firstly, the analysis is independent on the
shape of sub-pulses (the shape of the sub-pulse need not
to have a Gaussian-like shape). Secondly, the sub-pulse
trains are allowed to intersect each other.
Totally, 622 sub-pulse tracks are manually extracted
as real ones from all tracks, and they are analyzed below.
The drift rates of these 622 sub-pulse tracks variation
versus time and the variation spectra of them are shown
respectively in the top panel and bottom panel of Fig-
ure 7. From the figure, the drift rates of sub-pulses have
no distinct mode like PSR B1819-22 [30], and also no pe-
riod and quasi-period like PSR B0943+10 [31]. On the
other hand, the statistics result of these drifting rates is
shown in Figure 8, and it also shows a diffused distribu-
tion. We also tried to add slower drift sub-pulses (drift
rate smaller than 2.3◦/cycle; this dividing point is just
an experimental value and is marked as a vertical red
dashed line in Figure 8) and faster drift sub-pulses (drift
rate higher than 2.3◦/cycle) to form profiles respectively.
For this analysis, the whole pulse trains are split into two
halves with equal pulse numbers for comparison. The
results are shown in Figure 9. In the figure, the blue
(red) curves represent the profiles of slower (faster) drift
sub-pulses, while the solid (dashed) curves represent the
profiles of first (second) half of sub-pulses. From the fig-
ure, the profile of slower drift sub-pulses is stronger at
leading wing, and there is no distinct difference in other
phase region.
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Figure 10 The flux modulation at different drift rates
(right panel) and the total modulation spectra (left panel).
The red points mark the maximum points along drift rate
at different modulation frequency, and the black curve is the
fitting result.
In Figure 7, the bottom panel shows the modulation
spectra of the drift rate sequence, and no period could
be obtained. However, in the right panel of Figure 6,
at a specified drift rate, the flux series seems to have an
indistinct modulation, and the modulation period seems
to be larger at higher drift rate region. It is motivated
for carrying out the Fourier transform along vertical axis
for right panel of Figure 6, and the result is shown in the
right panel in Figure 10. The modulation period along
pulse trains is just the definition of P3, thus the ordinate
of Figure 10 is right the frequency corresponding to P3.
Thus Figure 10 could show the relation between P3 and
drift rate. The spectra of modulation frequency is shown
in the left panel of the figure, and it has broad distribu-
tion just like the result obtained in Weltevrede, Stappers
& Edwards (2007) [16]. From the figure, the modulation
frequency varies with drift rate. The maxima of the
Fourier spectra at each modulation frequency has been
marked as red point and error bar in Figure 10, and it
seems that there is some relation between drift rate D
and modulation frequency F3. Assume that this relation
have the following form,
D =
F3
kdF3 + bd
, (5)
where kd and bd are the parameters to be fitted. The pa-
rameters which give best fitting results are kd = 20 ± 3,
bd = 41 ± 1 cycle/P0, and the best fitting curve is also
plotted in the figure. In fact, for a coherent drifter, the
drift rate is right the quotient of P2 and P3. Then the
relation between P2 and P3 could be obtained via fit-
ting the points in Figure 10, and this relation could be
expressed as following,
P2 =
P3
γdP3 + βd
, (6)
where γd = 74 ± 1 and βd = 20 ± 3 s,
Figure 11 The unfolded fluctuation spectra of time-domain
data of pulses.
Figure 12 The folded fluctuation spectra of time-domain
data of pulses (bottom panel) and the intensity distribution
with different P3. In the bottom panel, three distinct areas
are marked. In Area 1, the maximum points along vertical
axis are marked as blue points and error bars, and the fitting
curve is also plotted.)
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4.3 Harmonic Analysis
Figure 13 The best-fitting parameters kh and bh of Eq. 8
versus frequency. It seems that bh shows a little increasing
with frequency.
Fourier transformation is done for the frequency-
scrunched data sequence to obtain the fluctuation spec-
tra (as shown in Figure 11). Naturally, there are a se-
ries of peaks at fundamental and multiple frequencies of
pulses. Then the fluctuation spectra is folded with the
pulsation frequency just like the method to obtain Fig-
ure 4 in Deshpande & Rankin (2001) [31]. The folded
spectra are shown in Figure 12, where the multiple fre-
quencies of pulses have been move to the center of the
figure.
In Figure 12, the abscissa is labeled F3, because it hap-
pens to correspond to 1/F3. For a simple example of a
pulse series with period p0 and a Gaussian shape profile
1√
2πσ
exp
(
− t2
2σ2
)
, if it also has sine shape sub-pulse and
P2 = p2, its fluctuations could be expressed as following,
f =
 12π +
1
π
∞∑
n=1
exp
−2π2n2σ2
p2
0
 cos
(
2πn
p0
t
) cos2
(
π
p2
t
)
,
(7)
where the expression in the square bracket is the ap-
proximative Fourier series of Gaussian in the period of
p0, the square of cosine function is the shape of sinu-
soidal sub-pulse with a period of p2. In the fluctuation
spectra, it should have peaks at n
p0
(the fundamental
and multiple frequencies of pulses, n is the frequency
multiplication of pulse) and n
p0
+
1
p2
(the frequency due
to drifting sub-pulses). Obviously, the drift rate of sub-
pulse d (d = f3/ f2) satisfies p0 ≡ dp0 (mod p2), then it
could be obtained f2 ≡ d f2 (mod f0), where f2, f3 and
f0 are the frequencies corresponding to p2, p3 and p0.
In other words, the frequency due to drifting sub-pulses
n
p0
+
1
p2
= n f0 + f2 could be expressed as h f0 + f3 (h is the
harmonic number), i.e., the horizontal axis of Figure 12
should be F3. In the top panel of Figure 12, the broad
distribution of F3 could also be found.
In the bottom panel of Figure 12, three distinct areas
are marked. Among them, Area 1 is the drift component
analyzed in Taylor, Manchester & Huguenin (1975) [14]
and Rankin (1986) [15]; Area 2 is the “slow” drift mode
component mentioned in Weltevrede, Edwards & Stap-
pers (2006) [12]; Area 3 is the multiple frequencies of
pulses, also the ripples of the profile spectra.
In Area 1, the harmonic number of maximum points
along ordinate H (which have been marked as blue points
and error bars) seem varying versus F3. It is tried to fit
this variation with a linear relation,
H = khF3 + bh, (8)
where kh and bh are the parameters to be fitted. The
best-fitting parameters are kh = 14 ± 2 P0/cycle, bh =
42.3 ± 0.5. We also fit the variation of H in each nar-
row band with 50MHz bandwidth, and the best-fitting
parameters kh and bh are shown in Figure 13. From the
figure, it can be just barely made out that bh increases
with frequency. It means that the structure of single
pulses may evolve with frequency, and this phenomenon
is going to be analyzed in details in Section 5.
In fact, in the Eq. 7, the intensity of frequency n f0+ f2
is proportional to exp
(
− 2π2n2σ2
p2
0
)
. Obviously it reaches
maximum while n = 0, and in this case n f0 + f2 = f2.
It means that, in Area 1, there is a good approximation
P0 ≈ HP2. With this approximation, Eq. 8 could be
expressed as following,
P2 =
P3
γhP3 + βh
, (9)
where γh = 75.8 ± 0.8 and βh = 14 ± 2 s. Note that Eq. 9
has the same form as Eq. 6. Then we plot the P2 and
P3 values obtained from Figure 10 and Figure 12 as red
and blue markers in Figure 14, and the fitting curves
of Eq. 6 and Eq. 9 are also plotted in the figure as red
and blue dashed curves. All the points in the figure are
fitted with equation P2 =
P3
γP3+β
. The best-fitting result
is shown as black curve with parameters γ = 75.7 ± 0.7
and β = 15 ± 1 s.
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Figure 14 The red points in Figure 10, blue points in
Figure 12 and corresponding fitting curves are plotted as the
form of P2 and P3. The best-fitting result of all data points
is shown as black curve.
Figure 15 The ratio of the intensity in Area 1 and Area 2
at different frequencies.
In Figure 13, the drift component in Area 2 is ac-
tually the “slow” drift mode component mentioned in
Weltevrede, Edwards & Stappers (2006) [12] at 21 cm,
andWeltevrede, Stappers & Edwards (2007) [16] pointed
that this component vanished at ∼330MHz. In Fig-
ure 13, this component is much weaker than the fast
drift mode in Area 1. We plot the ratio of the intensity
in Area 1 and Area 2 in Figure 15. From the figure,
the “slow”drift component is stronger at high frequency
than at low frequency, and it is consistent with the re-
sult obtained in Weltevrede, Edwards & Stappers (2006)
[12]. It may also be the main reason why earlier obser-
vations have only seen this feature at higher observing
frequencies (∼1.4GHz) and not at 300MHz [12, 17, 32].
5 Single Pulse: Correlation Scale
Shrinking with Frequency
It is well known that the mean pulse profiles of most
pulsars contract with frequency [33], which is always
explained by different radiation altitudes of radiation
at different frequencies [34]. However, the single pulse
evolution with frequency is hard to study, because of
the weak flux and instable shape of individual pulse.
FAST can provide high signal-to-noise-ratio data of sin-
gle pulse, but the instable shape of single pulse is still
a problem. Additionally, the integrated pulse profile is
the sum of single pulses, and it varies with frequency.
It means that we need to exclude the effects related to
integrated pulse profile while analyzing the single pulse
evolution. Here, a new method is practised for solving
these problems.
5.1 Single Pulse Structure Shrink with Fre-
quency
In a single pulse train composed of n individual pulses at
a certain frequency ν1, the flux variation at a specified
phase φ1 could be written as Iν1, φ1(n). This radiation is
generated in magnetosphere by the particles which origi-
nate from polar cap region. Every bunch of particles will
lead to a sub-pulse, which contains wideband radiation.
Naturally, the particle bunches which originate from the
same region of polar cap will generate emission with sim-
ilar spectra, because of the same accelerating process.
Of course, the emission process in pulsars is indeed non-
linear, and the radiation spectrum would be different for
particles with different energy. But for analysis below,
the spectrum at different pulse phases do not need to be
exactly the same. If only the radiation spectra of each
bunch is monotonic along frequency, the analysis could
be taken. As shown in Equation 4.3 of Melrose (1995)
[35], this monotonicity could be satisfied here. Then, at
another frequency ν2, there must be a phase φ2 at which
the flux variation series Iν2, φ2(n) is positive correlated to
Iν1, φ1(n). In this case, φ2 at frequency ν2 could be treated
as the corresponding phase of φ1 at frequency ν1.
In calculation, via maximizing the linearly dependent
coefficient between Iν2, φ2(n) and Iν1, φ1(n), the phase φ2
could be determined. However, in fact, for a specified
phase φ1 at frequency ν1, the corresponding phase φ2 at
frequency ν2 may not exactly right at a phase data bin.
Then, the flux series between two adjacent phase bins
at frequency ν2 used in analysis is the linear interpola-
tion values, and more exact φ2 could be obtained. The
relation between φ1 and φ2 is shown in Figure 16. Con-
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sidering the relation between φ2 and φ1 at the first order,
φ2 = lν2−ν1φ1 + dν2−ν1 , (10)
where lν2−ν1 and dν2−ν1 are the linear slope and intercept
to be fitted. Obviously, lν2−ν1 is right the ratio of struc-
ture width of single pulse at frequency ν2 and that at
frequency ν1, and is defined as correlation scale ratio be-
tween ν2 and ν1. If single pulse structure doesn’t evolu-
tion with frequency, lν2−ν1 would be equal to 1 exactly. If
lν2−ν1 > 1, it means that the single pulse structure (at the
radiative interval, within pulse phase range ∼ 180−195◦)
is wider at frequency ν2 than at frequency ν1. In reverse,
the single pulse structure contraction at frequency ν2 will
lead to lν2−ν1 < 1. From Figure 16, if ν2 > ν1, lν2−ν1 is ob-
viously less than 1 for PSR B2016+28.
For real data, the structure width of single pulses at
different narrow bands with respect to that at 300MHz
is calculated. In fact, to avoid the significant discrep-
ancy of single pulse shape due to large difference be-
tween frequencies, we just calculate the structure width
ratio between the single pulses at adjacent narrow bands.
Then the width ratio between two arbitrary narrow
bands can be computed as the cumulative product of
the width ratio between adjacent narrow bands, e.g.,
l500−350 = l500−450 · l450−400 · l400−350. It should be noted
that the absolute delay time between data at different
frequencies is not concerned in analysis above, and only
the single pulse structure width (i.e., the relative varia-
tion speed along pulse phase) is considered. Thus, the
time delay differences at different frequencies caused by
dispersion or other effects would not affect the result.
Also, because the pulse phase phi is just a relative value
with respect to the data at the same period, the flux
variation effect at different periods, e.g. sub-pulse drift-
ing, would not affect the analysis. However, the flux
variation within one single pulse, e.g. quasi-periodic mi-
crostructure of PSR B2016+28 [36], may affect. In this
case, the continuity of the phase differences versus fre-
quency and pulse phase need to be checked carefully.
Additionally, it should be noted that there is no factual
value for the single pulse width, and what could be ob-
tained is the relative structure width (relative to that at
a specific frequency) at different frequencies, rather than
the values of the single pulse width.
Figure 16 The corresponding phase difference φ2 − φ1 be-
tween adjacent narrow bands at different phase φ1 is shown
in the top panel. The obviously down trending of each
curve shows the shrinking of the single pulse structure. The
maximum linearly dependent coefficient at different phase is
shown in the bottom panel.
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Figure 17 The evolution of single pulse structure width
(black markers) and mean pulse width (FWHM is denoted
by blue markers and distance between components in two
peaks fitting is denoted by red markers) with frequency is
shown. Top panel is the magnified view of the part between
two green dashed lines in bottom panel.
The evolution of single pulse structure width with fre-
quency is shown in Figure 17. To compare with width
evolution of mean pulses, the full width at half max-
imum (FWHM) of pulse profiles and the distance be-
tween two fitted square hyperbolic secant components
in the left panel of Figure 1 are also plotted. In the
bottom panel of Figure 17, the part between two green
dashed lines is also zoomed in and shown in the top
panel. As shown in the figure, the mean pulse contracts
by ∼ 20% from 300MHz to 750MHz, while the single
pulse structure only contracts by ∼ 1.5%. This contrac-
tion of single pulse structure consists with the slightly
increasing bh shown in Figure 13. The contraction of
single pulse structure implies that it is hard to align the
pulse phase at different frequencies. Further more, the
longitude resolved fluctuation spectrum may not be sig-
nificant, especially at low frequency.
5.2 Single Pulse Correlation Scale Shrinking in
Dipole Field Model
To explain the single pulse structure contraction, the ra-
diation geometry should be determined.
Firstly, the magnetic field configuration should be ob-
tained. In this paper, the magnetic field of a rotat-
ing oblique dipole given in Cheng, Ruderman & Zhang
(2000) [37] is adopted. With the magnetic field, the mag-
netic field line could be calculated, and the last opening
field line (the field line which is tangent to the light cylin-
der) and the critical field line (the field line which has
a tangent line perpendicular to magnetic axis at the in-
tersection with light cylinder) could also be determined.
The region between the last opening field line and the
pole is opening field line region (OFLR), and is believed
to be the emitting region [2]. While the particles move
along field line in OFLR, they will emit radiation. The
radiation direction would not be right along the mag-
netic field, but deviates a little from the field because
of the aberration effect [38]. If the radiation direction is
parallel to line of sight, the telescope could receive the
radiation. In fact, every field line in OFLR has no more
than one point where the radiation direction is parallel
to line of sight before it intersects with the light cylin-
der. Thus, for each field line in OFLR, the radiation
position could be defined at this point, and the corre-
sponding radiation altitude could be calculated. On the
other hand, the field line in OFLR will intersect with
pulsar surface at the polar cap region. Then, each point
in polar cap region corresponds to a radiation altitude,
and the result has been shown in Figure 18, where θ
and φ are the zenith angle and position angle relative to
magnetic axis. In the figure, the black (red) curve is the
intersection curve of pulsar surface and the last opening
field lines (critical field lines). From the figure, given the
radiation at different frequencies originating from dif-
ferent altitudes, the radiation positions must belongs to
different magnetic field lines.
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Figure 18 The radiation altitude of every magnetic field
line which passes polar cap region, and θ and φ are the zenith
angle and position angle relative to magnetic axis. The black
(red) curve denotes the intersection curve of pulsar surface
and the last opening field lines (critical field lines).
Figure 19 As Figure 18, but for radiation pulse phase.
Assuming the radiation concentrates in the field lines which
pass the blue curve, and the cyan (orange) line is the line
group which radiate high (low) frequency emission. Thus,
the solid cyan (orange) line segment denotes the width of
mean pulse profile at high (low) frequency. Given a bunch
of magnetic field lines at the white disc generate a sub-pulse,
the cyan (orange) point would be the center of this sub-pulse
at high (low) frequency.
With the radiation altitude, the pulse phase corre-
sponding to every point in the polar cap region can be
calculated. In the calculation, the retardation effect [38]
has also been taken into account. The results are shown
in Figure 19. In the figure, the pulse phase of point on
the last opening field line at φ = 0 is set to be 0, and the
region with pulse phase in range -7.2∼7.2◦ is plotted.
Then a phenomenological theory would be put up to
explain the single pulse structure evolution. For the case
that the radiation is generated from the magnetosphere
between the last opening field line and the critical field
line (i.e., the annular region; the analysis for the core
region between the critical field line and the pole is simi-
lar), without loss of generality, it could be assumed that
the radiation field lines are close to the field line group
which pass the blue curve in Figure 19. Besides, we also
assume the field line groups which emit high and low fre-
quency radiation, and they intersect with the polar cap
region at the cyan and orange lines, respectively (for
the actual situation, the intersection may be a complex
curve). Here the line corresponding to high frequency ra-
diation is assumed further from magnetic axis than that
corresponding to low frequency radiation, for the pulse
profile at high frequency is narrower than at low fre-
quency. Accordingly, the line segments (marked as solid
lines) between the intersection points of these lines and
blue curve could denote the pulse profile width. In this
scenario, if a bunch of magnetic field lines correspond to
a sub-pulse is at the region of white disc in Figure 19,
the center of the sub-pulse at different frequencies are
marked as cyan and orange points. Obviously, the pulse
phase of this sub-pulse at different frequencies is dif-
ferent, and the structure width of single pulse at low
frequency would be a little wider.
In the phenomenological model above, the key as-
sumption is the finite scale of the region corresponding to
a sub-pulse, and this scale is in a new dimension perpen-
dicular to the line of sight. However, determining this
scale needs accurate intersection line between the radia-
tive field lines and the polar cap (similar to the cyan and
orange line in Figure 19). To obtain this intersection,
precisely polarization-calibrated data are necessary, and
it is expected to be achieved in the future.
6 Discussions
6.1 Mean Pulses
The observational data used above are not calibrated,
and in some extent it would influence the analysis. How-
ever, it could be estimated that the main results above
are almost not affected. The shape of the mean pulse
profile would be influenced, but the component proper-
ties would not change [22]. Also, the uncalibrated data
would impact on the shape of sub-pulse. Whereas, this
impact varies slow with time, then the statistics of drift-
ing phenomenon (e.g., the relation between P2 and P3)
are not affected. Besides, the rotation measure (RM)
would also lead to flux fluctuation with frequency in
the uncalibrated data. The RM of PSR B2016+28 is
-34.6 radm−2 [39], which will result in a polarization po-
sition angle change of about 36 rad from 275MHz to
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775MHz. It means that the RM would barely lead
to monotonic changes with frequency such as the mean
pulse narrowing and correlation scale shrinking.
Lee et al. (2009) [40] had also studied the profile evo-
lution of PSR B2016+28, and the result they obtained
shows that the profile is wider at 1408MHz than that at
408MHz. However, from Figure 17, the profile contracts
as frequency increasing between 275MHz and 775MHz.
This difference may be caused by three reasons: (1) the
trend of profile evolution may change between 775MHz
and 1408MHz; (2) the Gaussian function [40] used to fit
the profile may lead to different result; (3) the equation
[40] used to calculate the profile width (Eq. 22) may
result in a difference.
In our work, a conal beam model is used to fit the
profiles, and some geometric relations (e.g. Eq. 4 are
adopted in the model. However, these relations can only
work for a perfect dipole field without considering ef-
fects of abberation, retardation and magnetic field dis-
tortion. In fact, the influence of these effects have been
discussed in Lu et al. (2016) [22], and it has been shown
that these effects could hardly make a difference for the
profile fitting result. On they other hand, we also as-
sumed that the radiation cone has a shape of perfect
round, and this seems conflicting with Figure 19. Actu-
ally, the conal beam model is used to describe the joint
of two components, and whether the cone shape is per-
fect round is unconsidered. Besides, the radiation con-
centrating curve (blue curve in Figure 19) can also be
treated as circular arc, thus, to some extent, the round
beam model is reasonable.
Additionally, in the paper, square hyperbolic func-
tion is not only used to fit the pulse profiles, but
also adopted for fitting the correlation result in Sec-
tion 4.1. The square hyperbolic secant function is
chosen because of its exponential wing. Although
square-hyperbolic-secant-like sub-pulse would not yield
the same shaped component of the cross-correlation re-
sult, the cross-correlation of two square hyperbolic se-
cant functions also have exponential wings. In fact,
cross-correlation of two Fsech square(φ, 1, 1, 0) functions
is 2
[
2φ coth
(√
2
π
φ
)
−
√
2π
]
csch2
(√
2
π
φ
)
, whose curve is
similar to that of Fsech square
(
φ, 2
√
2π
3
, 3
2
, 0
)
. This is the
reason that the square hyperbolic secant function is still
used to fit the mean cross-correlation result.
6.2 DM Correction
The DM is modified in Section 3 by fitting the profile
centric position. However, DM of a pulsar is always
changing, and it may even have a systemic changing
rate ˙DM. Thus, the accurate of DM must be obtained
via multi-observation analyzing. On the other hand, it
seems that there is still structured fitting residues in Fig-
ure 3. This may be caused by the effects of abberation,
retardation and magnetic field distortion [38], and radi-
ation altitudes difference at different frequencies would
also lead to this phenomenon.
Additionally, the roughly sinusoidal pattern sitting on
top of the DM curve is caused by the Faraday rotation
effect. As discussed in Section 6.1, the data are not cali-
brated. Considering the Faraday rotation effect, at a cer-
tain pulse phase the polarization position angle (PPA)
of the radiation will have a sinusoidal-like variation with
frequency. Noting the differential gain of the linear po-
larization feed, the PPA curve versus pulse phase will
lead to different total gain differences, thus the observed
intensity ratio of two peaks in the profile would deviate
from the real value. Then the fitted centric phase φ0
will be affected, and the PPA evolution with frequency
due to Faraday rotation effect will result in a sinusoidal-
like variation of φ0 with frequency. With an RM of -
34.6 rad·m−2, the variation of φ0 could just explain the
roughly sinusoidal pattern. It should also be noted that
this variation is just caused by the differential gain, and
the pulse does not intrinsically move along pulse phase.
Therefore, the single pulse analysis is not affected by
this.
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6.3 Sub-pulse Drift Rate
   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Figure 20 The simulated single pulse train with a same
profile of PSR B2016+28 at 300MHz are shown in the upper
panel, and the cross-correlation results similar to Figure 5.
The cross-correlation method was used in Section 4.1,
and the real drift band was then distinguished from the
fake ones. Although the theory had been put up in
that section, its availability should be considered fur-
ther. To prove the validity of this method, a simulation
was run. In the upper panel of Figure 20, the single
pulse trains with drifting sub-pulses are simulated, and
the cross-correlation method was redone on them. The
correlation results are also shown in Figure 20, which is
similar to Figure 5. The separation space between ad-
jacent peaks is about 7.0◦ (which could be converted to
P2 ≈ 10.8ms), and it agrees with the input value 12ms
in simulation. Three peaks could be found in the figure,
and the second peak is the narrowest with parameter
σ2 = 1.93
◦. The position of this peak is D2 = 1.72◦,
which means a drifting rate 1.72◦/cycle. With the input
parameters P2 ≈ 12ms and P3 ≈ 2 s, the real drift rate
should be ∼ 2.16◦/cycle which is consistent with the fit-
ting result. Then the narrowest peak could be regarded
as corresponding to the real drift band. Additionally,
parallel simulations were also run with different input
parameters P2 and P3, and similar results were obtained.
Therefore, the method used in Section 4.1 is proved to
be feasible.
In Section 4.2, the drift rate of sub-pulse is measured
to study the sub-pulse instead of parameters P2 and P3.
This is because P2 and P3 could not be well-defined for
a diffuse drifter, but the drift rate is always stable for a
specified sub-pulse. In this case, the drift rate may be
a more intrinsic quantity. In fact, in the measurements
process, empirical method is used to determine the drift
rate of each sub-pulse, the statistics may be inaccurate.
In Figure 12, the Area 2 is treated as the “slow” drift
mode component mentioned in Weltevrede, Edwards &
Stappers (2006) [12], however, the drift rate of this com-
ponent is not really slower than the component in Area
1. Based on Figure 12, the drift rate of component in
Area 2 could be estimated to be ∼ 3 ◦/cycle. Compared
with Figure 10, this drift rate really could not be con-
sidered as “slow”.
6.4 Sub-pulse Shape
In Section 4.1, the distance between adjacent compo-
nents in Figure 5 is referred to represent P2. Based on
the value of distance ∼ 6.1 ◦, P2 could be estimated to
be ∼9.5ms. This value of P2 is smaller than the re-
sults shown in Figure 14. and this phenomenon may
be caused by the variation of sub-pulse shape. When
we say sub-pulse drift, we mean that a sub-pulse moves
to a new phase. Whereas, the shape of a sub-pulse
may also change. Assume that the shape of sub-pulse
is modulated by the mean pulse, i.e., the received sub-
pulse shape would be the product of a stable peak at
different pulse phase and the mean pulse profile. Then
the maximum point of a sub-pulse at the phase of pro-
file wing would be nearer to the profile center than the
real radiation center. In this case, the distance between
adjacent components in correlation result would give a
smaller P2 than the real one. Besides, the radiation of
sub-pulses may vary intrinsically, and this would also af-
fect the analysis of P2 Also, the P2 obtained by drift rate
analysis and harmonic analysis would be affected by this
phenomenon. But note that the drift rate is obtained via
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analyzing the data of multi-period (more than two), and
the harmonic analysis is even taken on the whole pulse
trains. Then the shape-variation phenomenon would af-
fects little on them.
6.5 Physics of Sub-pulse Drift
In Ruderman & Sutherland (1975) [2], the sub-pulse drift
is ascribed to the drift of spark due to the electric field
difference ∆E between the real electric field component
perpendicular to magnetic field and the rotation induced
electric field. Thus, the broad distribution of drift rate
is caused by a diverse set of electric field difference. Ru-
derman & Sutherland (1975) [2] (Eq. 30) showed that
there is a positive relation between ∆E and the elec-
tric field component parallel to magnetic field E‖. Note
that the sparks are caused by E‖, therefore, it could be
speculated that the sparks would be sparser at lower
E‖ region, i.e., lower ∆E region. Then the sparser the
sparks are, the lower drift rate of sub-pulse should be.
On the other hand, P2 is the distance between adjacent
sub-pulses, and could represent the angular distance be-
tween sparks. Hence, the negative correlation between
P2 and drift rate (shown in Figure 10 and Figure 14) is
consistent with the analysis above. Additionally, if the
sub-pulses with different drift rates correspond to differ-
ent region in polar gap, the pulse-profiles of them may
be different. However, no substantial change is observed
as shown in Figure 9.
The diffuse drifting may be caused by the rough stel-
lar surface. The electric field around protuberances
(i.e., small mountains) on stellar surface would be much
higher than the mean value, and could more likely lead
to spark. Then the spark could occur in irregular po-
sition of polar gap, resulting in various drift rate. The
uneven surface could appear in the condensed surface of
strangeon star [1] or bare neutron star with high mag-
netic field [42]. Also, diffuse drifting may be caused by
the asymmetric shape of polar gap. From Figure 18, the
intersection of last opening field lines and pulsar surface
is asymmetric, and the intersection of critical field lines
and pulsar surface is even not a closed curve. This may
result in an unclosed drift path of sparks, rather than
the closed circuit of PSR B0943+10 [31], and may also
be the cause of diffuse drift. More elaborate work on
this subject is expected in the future.
7 Summary
To comprehend the electrodynamics of magnetosphere
related to stellar surface properties, a strong pulsar,
B2016+28, is selected for FAST observation. Both the
mean and single pulses are extensively studied.
All the observational results suggest an RS-type inner
vacuum gap on the polar cap of PSR B2016+28. The
mean pulse profiles may imply that the radiation is gen-
erated from an annular gap region, in which sparks drift
irregularly. In this scenario, the pulse profile shrinking
with frequency could be explained. The correlation of
drifting periods (positive relation between P2 and P3)
could also suggest a rough surface of pulsar, and the
bonding energy of particles on stellar surface need to be
very high (e.g., in strangeon star or bare neutron star
with extremely high magnetic field). Single pulse struc-
ture width is also found to be shrinking with frequency,
and it could be another evidence of RS model.
FAST is the worlda֒r´s largest filled-aperture radio
telescope, and it is expected to show power in many
fields [5,6]. Now it is in the stage of commissioning and
early science and has limited capability to do sophis-
ticated research. Even so, the results above show the
performance of FAST to an extent, and it can be looked
forward for FAST to bring brilliant research output in
the near future.
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